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First, it is axiomatic that a contract which is illegal by its (i) Uncn-
proper law cannot be enforced in England.1	'       ^m^C
Secondly, no action lies in England upon a contract which proP« law
infringes the distinctive public policy of English law. This (») Un«i-
doctrine and the danger that it may be pushed too far have ^'^mtm
already been sufficiently discussed.2	to public
These two rules are undoubted, but the question of their *****
interrelation deserves attention. It may be illustrated by the inter-
case of Boisswainv., WeilJ> where the facts were these:
c(pm    In 1944, the respondent, a female British subject involuntarily rak8
^^* resident in Monaco during the German occupation, borrowed 960,000
^ r French francs from the appellant, a Dutch subject also involuntarily
,^-~ resident in the same place. She agreed to repay the loan in London at
the rate of 160 francs to the pound as soon as possible after the war.
She also gave to the appellant cheques to the value of £6,000, drawn
on a London bank at which in fact she had no account, together
with a letter to the manager requesting him to honour them as soon as
it was lawful to do so.
At the time of the transaction, a Defence Regulation, made under
the powers conferred by the Emergency Powers (Defer&e) Act, IQ^Q*
was in force, which provided" thaT witiiout Treasury permission no
person other than an authorized dealer should buy or borrow any
foreign currency. The Act of 1039 provided that defence regulations
made under its provisions should apply inter alia to all British subjects
with certain exceptions inapplicable to the respondent.4
Both the pffurt of Appeal and the House of Lords agreed
that the loan was irrecoverable, but their reasons were diver-
gent.
In the Court of Appeal Tucker L.J. proceeded on the
ground that the statutory order was intended to have extra-
territorial effect and that the defendant herself and the
transaction into which she had entered came directly within
its ambit. Denning L J., however, dismissed the action on the
ground that English law was the proper law of the contract
in the sense that it was 'most essentially connected with* Eng-
land and that its illegality by that law was a fatal bar to the
1	Herizv.Riera(i%4Q),n Sim. 318; Kakltrv. Midland B&nk Ltd., [1950]
A.C. 24, but quaere whether the proper kw was correctly ascertained, see 3
JX.Q* 255, 13 M£.R. 206; Zivnostenska Banka National Corp. v. Frankmafy
[1950] A.C. 57; supra, pp. 152-4.
 2	Supra, pp. 1 54 et seqq.
 3	[1949] r K.B.482 (CA.),aJF. [1950] A.C. 327,
* Defence (Finance) Reguktions, 1939, reg, 2, as amended; Emergency
Powers (Defence) Act, 1939, S. 3, sub-s, I.
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